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Some acronyms

Standard Model: SM
Dark Matter: DM

Electroweak Symmetry Breaking: EWSB
Weakly Interacting Massive Particle: WIMP
Feebly Interacting Massive Particle: FIMP

Before EWSB: bEWSB
After EWSB: aEWSB

Vector Boson DM: VBDM
Boltzmann Equations: BEQ

Coupled Boltzmann Equations: cBEQ

arXiv: 2110.06985 [hep-ph]



EWSB and DM

EWSB is an important boundary for DM freeze-in/freeze-out for those connected 
to SM via Higgs portal 

Because the processes are different !

Is there a difference in the allowed parameter space of the model for freeze-in or freeze-out of DM
before and after EWSB ?

A two component WIMP-FIMP model can elucidate the effects for both freeze-in and freeze-out in such cases

But we are usually agnostic about this issue

Could we then do a reverse job, that given a parameter space, can we say whether freeze-in or 
freeze-out occurs bEWSB or aEWSB ?



bEWSB and aEWSB



Model: VBDM+Scalar singlet



VBDM: FIMP+ Scalar: WIMP

These are the possibilities we study in details



bEWSB: physical states and parameters



bEWSB: processes relevant for DM

Tiny!

DM-DM conversion



cBEQ: bEWSB

However, 
WIMP-FIMP 
conversion 

should be kept 
small, so that 
FIMP remains 

out of 
equilibrium

cBEQ splits into two 
BEQs that can be 

addressed individually

Drop DM-DM conversion 
from WIMP Equn.



bEWSB: constraints



bEWSB: Freeze-in (decay and late decay)

Barman et al in JCAP 02 (2020) 029



bEWSB: under abundance for FIMP

No direct search or Higgs Mixing bound !



bEWSB: freeze-in in absence of decay

Higgs mixing and direct search bound severely constrains allowed parameter space



bEWSB: Freeze-out

In presence of decay

In absence of decay



bEWSB: Benchmark points



aEWSB: processes for DM



aEWSB: freeze in

Decay dominatedScattering dominated

Scattering dominated

Direct search 
constraints play a 
crucial role even 

in decay 
dominated case 
unlike bEWSB 

case



aEWSB: freeze out



aEWSB: benchmark points



Summary

• We show that relic density allowed parameter space differs for DMs connected to SM via Higgs portal for 
freeze-in or freeze-out bEWSB or aEWSB.

• We show this for a two component DM where a vector boson DM freezes in and a scalar single freezes out. 
The model best encapsulates such distinction due to the fact that both DMs are connected to SM by 
Higgs/scalar portal. Also VBDM inherits another symmetry breaking scale on top of EWSB. 

• For freeze-out to occur bEWSB, the DM needs to be heavy, for freeze-out after aEWSB the mass can be much 
smaller ~TeV and can be accessible for collider search. While the one that freezes out bEWSB, leaves the 
scope of direct search only.

• For FIMP produced from the decay of a particle in thermal bath, even the late decay to occur bEWSB, makes 
the particle converted to DM completely bEWSB and do not allow it to mix with SM Higgs and therefore 
leaves little scope for direct search. 

• In a WIMP-FIMP model, the conversion is limited to be small enough to keep the FIMP out of equilibrium, 
thus allowing a significant contribution to FIMP production from WIMP, but the depletion of WIMP is 
mostly unaffected by the conversion. 


